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"Make boys cry."
July 22, 2022 | 44 upvotes | by Skeleton_Warrior

Posted this earlier on Left Wing Male Advocates, and feel it should also be posted here. This was a
slogan on a shirt worn by a young female customer at my bookstore job today. The girl looked to be well
under the age of 13 at least. What a horrible slogan and what an equally horrible message it sends to girls
her age, thinking they can go around insulting boys like this. I hate slogans like this that promote blatant
misandry and male-bashing, between this and other similar garbage like "Boys are stupid, throw rocks at
them." If a shirt that with either of these slogans replaced boys with girls you know there'd be a massive
uproar and controversy. It's bad enough men are bashed and ridiculed in society and how it's become
socially acceptable, but now it's extended to boys? Boys who are still so young and impressionable with
their whole lives and futures ahead, and they're seeing things like this that are basically telling them
they're worthless and deserve to be bashed and hated on? I'm so fed up of this gender wars nonsense and
how misandry continues to be swept aside and outright ignored. It's bad enough it's been happening to
men so much over the past few years but it's downright disgusting that now the male-bashing is being
extended to boys. We wonder why there's a serious male mental health problem when young males see
this kind of bigotry against them and nobody does anything to take a stand against it.
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Comments

TheLWMA • 15 points • 22 July, 2022 09:48 AM 

It's funny that a "patriarchal" society sees men as less intelligent and moral than women.

TisIChenoir • 2 points • 25 July, 2022 01:10 PM 

If men built the patriarchy as a way to oppress and dominate women, I guess it really is time we smash the
patriarchy, because oh boy, we sure do suck at it.

RatDontPanic • 3 points • 22 July, 2022 05:31 AM 

It was probably bought for her by her mentally castrated male feminist dad.

NohoTwoPointOh • 12 points • 22 July, 2022 10:40 AM 

When you look at the data around household purchases, the poker math says mom bought it.

RatDontPanic • 3 points • 22 July, 2022 02:22 PM 

Maybe but clearly you don't realize how many self-hating male feminists there are out there. They really
get rabid when it involves their daughters.

NohoTwoPointOh • 1 point • 22 July, 2022 04:23 PM 

I just know who buys clothes. The male feminists generally aren’t allowed to perform such tasks.

NachtSorcier • 1 point • 28 July, 2022 11:13 PM 

I don't know who bought most of them, but the "Boys are stupid, throw rocks at them" thing was
started by a man in 2003 and as a line it's still going today with such charming slogans as "Boys lie,
poke them in the eyes." And not just shirts. Toys and books and stuff.

A male activist radio jockey raised noise about it and all the feminists told him to shut up.

RatDontPanic • 1 point • 28 July, 2022 11:32 PM 

Wow I hope he really gave those feminists hell. I know I would have been breathing fire.
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